SAT 07:00 David Calcutt - The Daughter of the Sea (b06b0rnx)

A seal leaves the ocean and turns into a woman. Isherm falls hopelessly in love. She agrees to marry him - on one condition. Adapted by David Calcutt

Starring Mary Wimbush as the Old Woman, Susan Mann as the Girl, Stephen Tomlin as Isherm and Moir Leslie as the Seal- woman's song by Sue Harris

Directed at BBC Pebble Mill by Nigel Bryant

First broadcast in Thirty Minute Theatre on BBC Radio 4 in 1993.

SAT 07:30 Masterpieces (b06bnzv)

Satellite D: Tchaikovsky

John Wilson returns with a new series of Masterpieces, in which he talks to leading performers and songwriters about the album that they would like to record. In this first episode, recorded in front of a live audience at the BBC's iconic Maida Vale Studios. Each episode includes two sections, with John initially quizzes the artist about the album and the second section opens up the question time so the audience can ask the questions. Both editions feature exclusive live performances.

Producer: Simon Errington

SAT 08:00 Classic Serial (b04n2k2f)

A rhythm of the vioce of the programme's performers and other artists of the programme is heard on the 'Masterpieces' pages on the Radio 4 programme guide, with the audience able to download and other musical goodies accessed.

Producer: Paul Kobrak

First broadcast on Monday, 19 April 2010 at 08:00 on Radio 4

SAT 08:00 Archive on 4 (b043w51q)

Jonathan Agnew, the BBC's cricket correspondent and host of Test Match Special, looks back at the rebel cricket Tours to South Africa in 1987-88 to 1998-99. The conflict that sparked that first tour is still with us today. This week's story is that of the rebel Tours of 1993. That winter of '93-94 toured South Africa, despite a well established sporting boycott being in place.
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and sharp in its depiction of old age. Published in 1971 Mrs Palfrey at the Claremont is both tender masterpiece.

Palfrey arrives at the Claremont Hotel on the Cromwell Road. On a rainy January afternoon, the recently widowed Laura
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Kevin also hears from musician Gary Bartz, who formed a band of the Williamsburg Bridge in New York City. Rollins, who spent months practicing high amongst the girders at the Newport jazz festival in 1956, and saxophonist Sonny Other legendary jazz performers who swapped smoky interiors almost a century ago.

Jazz, a music first played in small clubs and now found in large

First broadcast on BBC Radio 4 in 1993.

Director: Janet Whitaker

"Women are like different fish in the sea. They have their basic femininity. Paretsky says of her Warshawski, a strong female character in a male-dominated world. VI never loses touch with her basic femininity. VI is a strong female character in a male-dominated world. She is a powerful, independent woman. She is a complex and passionate character. She is a female private investigator."
The eternal triangle.

The series intertwines the sort of comedy Paul has become known for, such as his take on the world of show business, with more personal material, and the comedy of facts and figures he has become famous for in the series. The final episode of the four-part series, Episode 4, features a return to the world of the music industry, with a special guest appearance by Josh Howie, who has become a household name in recent years.

The series ends with a performance by Paul Sinha, who has become a regular guest on the show. He performs a medley of songs, including a shout-out to his old band, The Toasters, and a tribute to his former boss, the late John Peel.

The show concludes with a final recording of the theme tune, with a special message from the producer, highlighting the success of the series and thanking the audience for their support.

In conclusion, Paul Sinha’s Last Christmas has been a resounding success, with a mix of personal stories and his unique brand of comedy, and has earned a place as one of the must-watch shows of the holiday season.
Shipton probes beneath the enigma and the paradox to discover drafts Nilsson was writing prior to his death, talented songwriter. With interviews from Nilsson’s friends, the planet,” near the end of his life, his career was marked by ten singles, and numerous album successes. Once described by "favorite group,” and yet no figure in popular music is as much...
Llantwit-on-Sea’s bandmaster Jenks decides he wants to marry The Silver Gumshoe (b0076d8w)
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Post

The Post Office has become a cherished social institution, and political canvassing. “useless symbols”. Intended to aid sorting mechanisation, today it met with fierce resistance: from postal workers, concerned when a national post-code system was introduced in the 1970s The Post Code
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Episodes 3 and 4 Extra. Media broadcaster and business líder Gay Dyke chooses explorer Captain James Cook. With Humphrey Carpenter. The biographical series in which a distinguished guest chooses someone who's inspired their life. Will their hero stand up to scrutiny and merit the description of having led a great life?
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